
X39™ BULLET POINTS

You have the power to change your life one patch at a time.
You have the ability to change the lives of others one patch at a time.

You have the power to build your business one patch at a time.
~ Jim Caldwell, VP of Marketing

THE STEM CELL ACTIVATION PATCH

● If someone asks you how the patch works, just say: “It works great!”
● Keeps you healthy for a longer period of time
● Makes your cells perform like younger, healthier cells
● Reshapes your metabolism and creates a younger more vibrant you
● Increases cellular energy

● As we age, stem cells age
● Stem cells are universal cells. Whatever cell you have in your body started out as

a stem cell
● To repair an injury, for example, we might need millions of stem cells at the site.

The problem is, that as we age, we have only a few thousand left
● Instead of injecting stem cells into your body, why not enhance the stem cells

that are already there
● We may want results in one particular area of our body, but the stems cells are

busy elsewhere. We can’t predict where the stem cells are going to go first.
As David Schmidt said: “The body has a funny way of prioritizing.”

● The X39™ elevates the GHK-cu peptide which activates stem cells, resets stem
cells and makes more stem cells

● Dr. Gaetan Chevalier's Pilot Study showed that X39™ restored cognitive
brain function and coherence to a younger, healthier state

● Dr. Melinda Connor's Double-Blind Placebo-Controlled Urine Study
and Pilot Blood Study: Both studies showed that the GHK-Cu peptide is
elevated significantly, which has been proven to activate stem cells, reset
stem cells and make more stem cells

~ From the LifeWave 2020 Conference. Bullet points compiled by JudyDaniel


